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The Analytics and Big Data collection offers a “greatest
hits” digital compilation of ideas from world-renowned
thought leader Thomas Davenport, who helped
popularize the terms analytics and big data in the
workplace. An agile and prolific thinker, Davenport has
written or coauthored more than a dozen bestselling
books. Several of these titles are offered together for the
first time in this curated digital bundle, including: Big
Data at Work, Competing on Analytics, Analytics at
Work, and Keeping Up with the Quants. The collection
also includes Davenport’s popular Harvard Business
Review articles, “Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the
21st Century” (2012) and “Analytics 3.0” (2013).
Combined, these works cover all the bases on analytics
and big data: what each term means; the ramifications of
each from a technical, consumer, and management
perspective; and where each can have the biggest
impact on your business. Whether you’re an executive,
a manager, or a student wanting to learn more, Analytics
and Big Data is the most comprehensive collection you’ll
find on the ever-growing phenomenon of digital data and
analysis—and how you can make this rising business
trend work for you. Named one of the ten “Masters of
the New Economy” by CIO magazine, Thomas
Davenport has helped hundreds of companies revitalize
their management practices. He combines his interests
in research, teaching, and business management as the
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President’s Distinguished Professor of Information
Technology & Management at Babson College.
Davenport has also taught at Harvard Business School,
the University of Chicago, Dartmouth’s Tuck School of
Business, and the University of Texas at Austin and has
directed research centers at Accenture, McKinsey &
Company, Ernst & Young, and CSC. He is also an
independent Senior Advisor to Deloitte Analytics.
Explore why — now more than ever — the world is in a
race to become data-driven, and how you can learn from
examples of data-driven leadership in an Age of
Disruption, Big Data, and AI In Fail Fast, Learn Faster:
Lessons in Data-Driven Leadership in an Age of
Disruption, Big Data, and AI, Fortune 1000 strategic
advisor, noted author, and distinguished thought leader
Randy Bean tells the story of the rise of Big Data and its
business impact – its disruptive power, the cultural
challenges to becoming data-driven, the importance of
data ethics, and the future of data-driven AI. The book
looks at the impact of Big Data during a period of
explosive information growth, technology advancement,
emergence of the Internet and social media, and
challenges to accepted notions of data, science, and
facts, and asks what it means to become "data-driven."
Fail Fast, Learn Faster includes discussions of: The
emergence of Big Data and why organizations must
become data-driven to survive Why becoming datadriven forces companies to "think different" about their
business The state of data in the corporate world today,
and the principal challenges Why companies must
develop a true "data culture" if they expect to change
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Examples of companies that are demonstrating datadriven leadership and what we can learn from them Why
companies must learn to "fail fast and learn faster" to
compete in the years ahead How the Chief Data Officer
has been established as a new corporate profession
Written for CEOs and Corporate Board Directors, data
professional and practitioners at all organizational levels,
university executive programs and students entering the
data profession, and general readers seeking to
understand the Information Age and why data, science,
and facts matter in the world in which we live, Fail Fast,
Learn Faster p;is essential reading that delivers an
urgent message for the business leaders of today and of
the future.
An invigorating, thought-provoking, and positive look at
the rise of automation that explores how professionals
across industries can find sustainable careers in the near
future. Nearly half of all working Americans could risk
losing their jobs because of technology. It’s not only
blue-collar jobs at stake. Millions of educated knowledge
workers—writers, paralegals, assistants, medical
technicians—are threatened by accelerating advances in
artificial intelligence. The industrial revolution shifted
workers from farms to factories. In the first era of
automation, machines relieved humans of manually
exhausting work. Today, Era Two of automation
continues to wash across the entire services-based
economy that has replaced jobs in agriculture and
manufacturing. Era Three, and the rise of AI, is dawning.
Smart computers are demonstrating they are capable of
making better decisions than humans. Brilliant
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technologies can now decide, learn, predict, and even
comprehend much faster and more accurately than the
human brain, and their progress is accelerating. Where
will this leave lawyers, nurses, teachers, and editors? In
Only Humans Need Apply, Thomas Hayes Davenport
and Julia Kirby reframe the conversation about
automation, arguing that the future of increased
productivity and business success isn’t either human or
machine. It’s both. The key is augmentation, utilizing
technology to help humans work better, smarter, and
faster. Instead of viewing these machines as competitive
interlopers, we can see them as partners and
collaborators in creative problem solving as we move
into the next era. The choice is ours.
Thought provoking -Time Magazine Welcome to the
attention economy, in which the new scarcest resource
isn't ideas or talent, but attention itself. This
groundbreaking book argues that today's businesses are
headed for disaster-unless they overcome the
dangerously high attention deficits that threaten to
cripple today's workplace. Learn to manage this critical
yet finite resource, or fail! "A worthy message"
-Publishers Weekly AUTHORBIO: Thomas H. Davenport
is the Director of the Accenture Institute for Strategic
Change and author of Process Innovation and Working
Knowledge, Harvard Business School Press. John C.
Beck is an Associate Partner and Senior Research
Fellow at the Accenture Institute for Strategic Change.
Traditional marketing techniques have become outdated
by the emergence of the internet, and for companies to
survive in the new technological marketplace, they must
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adopt digital marketing and business analytics practices.
Unfortunately, with the benefits of improved storage and
flow of information comes the risk of cyber-attack.
Business Analytics and Cyber Security Management in
Organizations compiles innovative research from
international professionals discussing the opportunities
and challenges of the new era of online business.
Outlining updated discourse for business analytics
techniques, strategies for data storage, and encryption in
emerging markets, this book is ideal for business
professionals, practicing managers, and students of
business.
Our newly digital world is generating an almost
unimaginable amount of data about all of us. Such a vast
amount of data is useless without plans and strategies
that are designed to cope with its size and complexity,
and which enable organisations to leverage the
information to create value. This book is a refreshingly
practical, yet theoretically sound roadmap to leveraging
big data and analytics. Creating Value with Big Data
Analytics provides a nuanced view of big data
development, arguing that big data in itself is not a
revolution but an evolution of the increasing availability of
data that has been observed in recent times. Building on
the authors’ extensive academic and practical
knowledge, this book aims to provide managers and
analysts with strategic directions and practical analytical
solutions on how to create value from existing and new
big data. By tying data and analytics to specific goals
and processes for implementation, this is a muchneeded book that will be essential reading for students
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and specialists of data analytics, marketing research,
and customer relationship management.
The New Edition of a Business Classic This landmark
work, the first to introduce business leaders to analytics,
reveals how analytics are rewriting the rules of
competition. Updated with fresh content, Competing on
Analytics provides the road map for becoming an
analytical competitor, showing readers how to create
new strategies for their organizations based on
sophisticated analytics. Introducing a five-stage model of
analytical competition, Davenport and Harris describe
the typical behaviors, capabilities, and challenges of
each stage. They explain how to assess your
company’s capabilities and guide it toward the highest
level of competition. With equal emphasis on two key
resources, human and technological, this book reveals
how even the most highly analytical companies can up
their game. With an emphasis on predictive, prescriptive,
and autonomous analytics for marketing, supply chain,
finance, M&A, operations, R&D, and HR, the book
contains numerous new examples from different
industries and business functions, such as Disney’s
vacation experience, Google’s HR, UPS’s logistics, the
Chicago Cubs’ training methods, and Firewire
Surfboards’ customization. Additional new topics and
research include: Data scientists and what they do Big
data and the changes it has wrought Hadoop and other
open-source software for managing and analyzing data
Data products—new products and services based on data
and analytics Machine learning and other AI
technologies The Internet of Things and its implications
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New computing architectures, including cloud computing
Embedding analytics within operational systems Visual
analytics The business classic that turned a generation
of leaders into analytical competitors, Competing on
Analytics is the definitive guide for transforming your
company’s fortunes in the age of analytics and big data.
As a follow-up to the successful Competing on Analytics,
authors Tom Davenport, Jeanne Harris, and Robert
Morison provide practical frameworks and tools for all
companies that want to use analytics as a basis for more
effective and more profitable decision making.
Regardless of your company's strategy, and whether or
not analytics are your company's primary source of
competitive differentiation, this book is designed to help
you assess your organization's analytical capabilities,
provide the tools to build these capabilities, and put
analytics to work. The book helps you answer these
pressing questions: What assets do I need in place in my
organization in order to use analytics to run my
business? Once I have these assets, how do I deploy
them to get the most from an analytic approach? How do
I get an analytic initiative off the ground in the first place,
and then how do I sustain analytics in my organization
over time? Packed with tools, frameworks, and all new
examples, Analytics at Work makes analytics
understandable and accessible and teaches you how to
make your company more analytical.
Go ahead, be skeptical about big data. The author was—at
first. When the term “big data” first came on the scene,
bestselling author Tom Davenport (Competing on Analytics,
Analytics at Work) thought it was just another example of
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technology hype. But his research in the years that followed
changed his mind. Now, in clear, conversational language,
Davenport explains what big data means—and why everyone
in business needs to know about it. Big Data at Work covers
all the bases: what big data means from a technical,
consumer, and management perspective; what its
opportunities and costs are; where it can have real business
impact; and which aspects of this hot topic have been
oversold. This book will help you understand: • Why big data
is important to you and your organization • What technology
you need to manage it • How big data could change your job,
your company, and your industry • How to hire, rent, or
develop the kinds of people who make big data work • The
key success factors in implementing any big data project •
How big data is leading to a new approach to managing
analytics With dozens of company examples, including UPS,
GE, Amazon, United Healthcare, Citigroup, and many others,
this book will help you seize all opportunities—from improving
decisions, products, and services to strengthening customer
relationships. It will show you how to put big data to work in
your own organization so that you too can harness the power
of this ever-evolving new resource.
Many companies have invested in building large databases
and data warehouses capable of storing vast amounts of
information. This book offers business, sales and marketing
managers a practical guide to accessing such information.
Standardizes the definition and framework of analytics #2 on
Book Authority’s list of the Best New Analytics Books to
Read in 2019 (January 2019) We all want to make a
difference. We all want our work to enrich the world. As
analytics professionals, we are fortunate - this is our time! We
live in a world of pervasive data and ubiquitous, powerful
computation. This convergence has inspired and accelerated
the development of both analytic techniques and tools and
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this potential for analytics to have an impact has been a huge
call to action for organizations, universities, and governments.
This title from Institute for Operations Research and the
Management Sciences (INFORMS) represents the
perspectives of some of the most respected experts on
analytics. Readers with various backgrounds in analytics –
from novices to experienced professionals – will benefit from
reading about and implementing the concepts and methods
covered here. Peer reviewed chapters provide readers with indepth insights and a better understanding of the dynamic field
of analytics The INFORMS Analytics Body of Knowledge
documents the core concepts and skills with which an
analytics professional should be familiar; establishes a
dynamic resource that will be used by practitioners to
increase their understanding of analytics; and, presents
instructors with a framework for developing academic courses
and programs in analytics.
Human capital analytics, also known as human resources
analytics or talent analytics, is the application of sophisticated
data mining and business analytics techniques to human
resources data. Human Capital Analytics provides an in-depth
look at the science of human capital analytics, giving practical
examples from case studies of companies applying analytics
to their people decisions and providing a framework for using
predictive analytics to optimize human capital investments.
The first-of-its-kind book on data story telling set in the Indian
context by an Indian author. The Power of Data Storytelling is
a book that aims to solve the classic dilemma of—How do I
make company data interesting and present it in the form of a
great data story for today’s time-crunched professionals. The
book focuses on various methods of converting dry facts and
figures into interesting characters, events and relaying them
in the form of a story to enable company’s decision-making.
The book covers all data story related aspects—art of
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storytelling, building, writing and visualizing. The book reflects
practical corporate examples from varied fields and how data
storytelling enabled the decision-making process. It does not
require knowledge of sophisticated tools and introduces new,
simple and application-oriented methods at every stage to
take data storytelling forward. The book has wide application
across industries and organizations with data sets that are big
and small. It has explanatory written and visual examples at
every discussion which makes it less theoretical and more
practically applicable.
Data analysis is an important part of modern business
administration, as efficient compilation of information allows
managers and business leaders to make the best decisions
for the financial solvency of their organizations.
Understanding the use of analytics, reporting, and data
mining in everyday business environments is imperative to
the success of modern businesses. Applying Business
Intelligence Initiatives in Healthcare and Organizational
Settings incorporates emerging concepts, methods, models,
and relevant applications of business intelligence systems
within problem contexts of healthcare and other
organizational boundaries. Featuring coverage on a broad
range of topics such as rise of embedded analytics,
competitive advantage, and strategic capability, this book is
ideally designed for business analysts, investors, corporate
managers, and entrepreneurs seeking to advance their
understanding and practice of business intelligence.
"a provocative new book" -- The New York Times AI-centric
organizations exhibit a new operating architecture, redefining
how they create, capture, share, and deliver value. Marco
Iansiti and Karim R. Lakhani show how reinventing the firm
around data, analytics, and AI removes traditional constraints
on scale, scope, and learning that have restricted business
growth for hundreds of years. From Airbnb to Ant Financial,
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Microsoft to Amazon, research shows how AI-driven
processes are vastly more scalable than traditional
processes, allow massive scope increase, enabling
companies to straddle industry boundaries, and create
powerful opportunities for learning--to drive ever more
accurate, complex, and sophisticated predictions. When
traditional operating constraints are removed, strategy
becomes a whole new game, one whose rules and likely
outcomes this book will make clear. Iansiti and Lakhani:
Present a framework for rethinking business and operating
models Explain how "collisions" between AI-driven/digital and
traditional/analog firms are reshaping competition, altering the
structure of our economy, and forcing traditional companies to
rearchitect their operating models Explain the opportunities
and risks created by digital firms Describe the new challenges
and responsibilities for the leaders of both digital and
traditional firms Packed with examples--including many from
the most powerful and innovative global, AI-driven
competitors--and based on research in hundreds of firms
across many sectors, this is your essential guide for
rethinking how your firm competes and operates in the era of
AI.
The business environment of the 1990s demands significant
changes in the way we do business. Simply formulating
strategy is no longer sufficient; we must also design the
processes to implement it effectively. The key to change is
process innovation, a revolutionary new approach that fuses
information technology and human resource management to
improve business performance. The cornerstone to process
innovation's dramatic results is information technology--a
largely untapped resource, but a crucial "enabler" of process
innovation. In turn, only a challenge like process innovation
affords maximum use of information technology's potential.
Davenport provides numerous examples of firms that have
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succeeded or failed in combining business change and
technology initiatives. He also highlights the roles of new
organizational structures and human resource programs in
developing process innovation. Process innovation is quickly
becoming the byword for industries ready to pull their
companies out of modest growth patterns and compete
effectively in the world marketplace.
Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 The
Definitive Guide to Enterprise-Level Analytics Strategy,
Technology, Implementation, and Management Organizations
are capturing exponentially larger amounts of data than ever,
and now they have to figure out what to do with it. Using
analytics, you can harness this data, discover hidden
patterns, and use this knowledge to act meaningfully for
competitive advantage. Suddenly, you can go beyond
understanding “how, when, and where” events have
occurred, to understand why – and use this knowledge to
reshape the future. Now, analytics pioneer Tom Davenport
and the world-renowned experts at the International Institute
for Analytics (IIA) have brought together the latest
techniques, best practices, and research on analytics in a
single primer for maximizing the value of enterprise data.
Enterprise Analytics is today’s definitive guide to analytics
strategy, planning, organization, implementation, and usage.
It covers everything from building better analytics
organizations to gathering data; implementing predictive
analytics to linking analysis with organizational performance.
The authors offer specific insights for optimizing supply
chains, online services, marketing, fraud detection, and many
other business functions. They support their powerful
techniques with many real-world examples, including chapterlength case studies from healthcare, retail, and financial
services. Enterprise Analytics will be an invaluable resource
for every business and technical professional who wants to
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make better data-driven decisions: operations, supply chain,
and product managers; product, financial, and marketing
analysts; CIOs and other IT leaders; data, web, and data
warehouse specialists, and many others.
Discover the breakthrough tool your company can use to
makewinning decisions This forward-thinking book addresses
the emergence of predictivebusiness analytics, how it can
help redefine the way yourorganization operates, and many
of the misconceptions that impedethe adoption of this new
management capability. Filled with caseexamples, Predictive
Business Analytics defines ways inwhich specific industries
have applied these techniques and toolsand how predictive
business analytics can complement otherfinancial
applications such as budgeting, forecasting, andperformance
reporting. Examines how predictive business analytics can
help yourorganization understand its various drivers of
performance, theirrelationship to future outcomes, and
improve managerialdecision-making Looks at how to develop
new insights and understand businessperformance based on
extensive use of data, statistical andquantitative analysis, and
explanatory and predictive modeling Written for senior
financial professionals, as well as generaland divisional
senior management Visionary and effective, Predictive
Business Analyticsreveals how you can use your business's
skills, technologies,tools, and processes for continuous
analysis of past businessperformance to gain forward-looking
insight and drive businessdecisions and actions.
It is currently an exciting time for organizations with regard to
the recruitment of talent. The business and organizational
pressures for finding and hiring the best people could not be
greater. Recruitment has not changed as a process – a
vacancy still needs a suitable hire. However, the landscape,
tools, technologies, behaviors and expectations regarding
how an organization approaches sourcing and acquiring
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talent are changing rapidly. This book chronicles one
organization’s journey as it goes about re-orienting the focus
of its talent acquisition capability from the current reactive
process to a strategic and proactive program capable of
consistently sourcing and recruiting the very best people
available. Forward-looking companies are seizing this
opportunity to create a true competitive advantage in talent
sourcing and acquisition. They are focusing on fine-tuning the
fundamentals, while devoting increased time and planning to
the more strategic areas of talent acquisition, including
workforce planning and strategic sourcing. Their best-in-class
approaches elevate recruitment from a transactional, shortterm focused activity to a strategic, integrated, long-term
approach that optimizes their investments in people. This
book articulates both the challenges and the response
options that confront organizations as they compete for talent
in this fast-changing business climate. The initial sections
here provide a macro view on the changing work landscape
and how recent trends and developments around technology
and innovation are impacting the discipline of Talent
Acquisition. The book is designed as a running case study
profiling the best practices in recruiting. Drawing on both
primary and secondary research, it adapts and learns from
the best practices of high-impact business functions, such as
a lean supply chain, analytics, process re-engineering, sales
and marketing, and discusses the leading academics and
practitioners in this regard. As such, this book will elevate
awareness and discourse on the topic, and will help
concretize a roadmap for organizations looking to revisit and
re-invent their talent acquisition philosophies and practices as
they compete for talent in today’s world.
Vast holdings and assessment of consumer data by large
companies are not new phenomena. Firms' ability to leverage
the data to reach customers in targeted campaigns and gain
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market share is, and on an unprecedented scale. Major
companies have moved from serving as data or inventory
storehouses, suppliers, and exchange mechanisms to
monetizing their data and expanding the products they offer.
Such changes have implications for both firms and
consumers in the coming years. In From Big Data to Big
Profits, Russell Walker investigates the use of internal Big
Data to stimulate innovations for operational effectiveness,
and the ways in which external Big Data is developed for
gauging, or even prompting, customer buying decisions.
Walker examines the nature of Big Data, the novel measures
they create for market activity, and the payoffs they can offer
from the connectedness of the business and social world.
With case studies from Apple, Netflix, Google, and Amazon,
Walker both explores the market transformations that are
changing perceptions of Big Data, and provides a framework
for assessing and evaluating Big Data. Although the world
appears to be moving toward a marketplace where
consumers will be able to "pull" offers from firms, rather than
simply receiving offers, Walker observes that such changes
will require careful consideration of legal and unspoken
business practices as they affect consumer privacy. Rigorous
and meticulous, From Big Data to Big Profits is a valuable
resource for graduate students and professionals with an
interest in Big Data, digital platforms, and analytics.
The practice of business is changing. More and more
companies are amassing larger and larger amounts of data,
and storing them in bigger and bigger data bases.
Consequently, successful applications of data-driven decision
making are plentiful and increasing on a daily basis. This
book will motivate the need for data and data-driven
solutions, using real data from real business scenarios. It will
allow managers to better interact with personnel specializing
in analytics by exposing managers and decision makers to
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the key ideas and concepts of data-driven decision making.
Business Analytics for Managers conveys ideas and concepts
from both statistics and data mining with the goal of extracting
knowledge from real business data and actionable insight for
managers. Throughout, emphasis placed on conveying datadriven thinking. While the ideas discussed in this book can be
implemented using many different software solutions from
many different vendors, it also provides a quick-start to one of
the most powerful software solutions available. The main
goals of this book are as follows: to excite managers and
decision makers about the potential that resides in data and
the value that data analytics can add to business processes
and provide managers with a basic understanding of the main
concepts of data analytics and a common language to convey
data-driven decision problems so they can better
communicate with personnel specializing in data mining or
statistics.
This title helps us in using analytics to make more effective
talent management decisions. Most managers understand
that employees can make or break a company's strategy. You
can have the best ideas and the most promising plan, but if
you don't have the right people to carry it out, that plan will
fail. Still, despite having this critical knowledge, most
companies don't have a data-driven approach to the
decisions they make about talent. In fact, a recent IBM study
that interviewed over 400 senior HR executives showed that
only 6 per cent of companies believe they can effectively use
human capital data to make strategic workforce decisions.
Enter "Calculating Success", the forthcoming book by human
capital experts Carl Hoffmann, Eric Lesser, and Tim Ringo.
Based on decades of experience creating human capital
systems at IBM, the authors show how using analytics can
dramatically improve a company's ability to make better and
faster talent decisions. By organizing the book around four
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crucial questions managers must ask, the book provides a
framework to help executives rethink how they use
information on talent. The result? A path to using analytics to
make more effective talent management decisions. In
addition, the authors' ideas help to link HR with all levels of
the organization in a strategic way, by showing readers how
to connect their version of analytics to the strategic mission of
the larger organization, so that the analytics flows throughout
the enterprise. With detailed examples and studies from
IBM's Institute for Business Value and Human Capital
Management practice, this book will make you rethink the
relationship of talent to business success. The results allow
for a more stable and cost-effective workforce, an improved
ability to motivate employees, and a more systematic
approach to developing critical talent.
You have more information at hand about your business
environment than ever before. But are you using it to “outthink” your rivals? If not, you may be missing out on a potent
competitive tool. In Competing on Analytics: The New
Science of Winning, Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G.
Harris argue that the frontier for using data to make decisions
has shifted dramatically. Certain high-performing enterprises
are now building their competitive strategies around datadriven insights that in turn generate impressive business
results. Their secret weapon? Analytics: sophisticated
quantitative and statistical analysis and predictive modeling.
Exemplars of analytics are using new tools to identify their
most profitable customers and offer them the right price, to
accelerate product innovation, to optimize supply chains, and
to identify the true drivers of financial performance. A wealth
of examples—from organizations as diverse as Amazon,
Barclay’s, Capital One, Harrah’s, Procter & Gamble,
Wachovia, and the Boston Red Sox—illuminate how to
leverage the power of analytics.
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This work offers a summary of the book “COMPETING ON
ANALYTICS: The New Science of Winning” by Thomas
Davenport and Jeanne Harris. Thomas Davenport is
professor of information technology and management at
Babson College. He specializes in analytics, knowledge
management, process management and business innovation.
Jeanne Harris is director of research at Accenture’s Institute
for High Performance Business. She also leads Accenture’s
business intelligence, analytics, performance management,
knowledge management and data warehousing consulting
practices. At one time, business leaders prided themselves
on gaining a competitive advantage by making good
decisions on the strength of their gut instincts. Then at a later
stage, competitive advantage for a business was earned by
having a better product or a more efficient supply chain than
everyone else in your industry. Those days are gone. Today,
competitive advantage accrues to those organizations which
out think their rivals by using “analytics” – sophisticated
analysis of data to model and accurately forecast what
customers will want in the future based on everything that is
known about them at the present time. Competing on
Analytics reveals how to generate impressive business
results by using a powerful weapon: Analytics. A must read
for businesspeople in small and large companies.

A dream come true for those looking to improve their
data fluency Analytical data is a powerful tool for growing
companies, but what good is it if it hides in the shadows?
Bring your data to the forefront with effective
visualization and communication approaches, and let
Data Fluency: Empowering Your Organization with
Effective Communication show you the best tools and
strategies for getting the job done right. Learn the best
practices of data presentation and the ways that
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reporting and dashboards can help organizations
effectively gauge performance, identify areas for
improvement, and communicate results. Topics covered
in the book include data reporting and communication,
audience and user needs, data presentation tools, layout
and styling, and common design failures. Those
responsible for analytics, reporting, or BI implementation
will find a refreshing take on data and visualization in this
resource, as will report, data visualization, and
dashboard designers. Conquer the challenge of making
valuable data approachable and easy to understand
Develop unique skills required to shape data to the
needs of different audiences Full color book links to
bonus content at juiceanalytics.com Written by wellknown and highly esteemed authors in the data
presentation community Data Fluency: Empowering Your
Organization with Effective Communication focuses on
user experience, making reports approachable, and
presenting data in a compelling, inspiring way. The book
helps to dissolve the disconnect between your data and
those who might use it and can help make an impact on
the people who are most affected by data. Use Data
Fluency today to develop the skills necessary to turn
data into effective displays for decision-making.
Most companies have massive amounts of data at their
disposal, yet fail to utilize it in any meaningful way. But a
powerful new business tool - analytics - is enabling many
firms to aggressively leverage their data in key business
decisions and processes, with impressive results. In their
previous book, Competing on Analytics, Thomas
Davenport and Jeanne Harris showed how pioneering
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firms were building their entire strategies around their
analytical capabilities. Rather than "going with the gut"
when pricing products, maintaining inventory, or hiring
talent, managers in these firms use data, analysis, and
systematic reasoning to make decisions that improve
efficiency, risk-management, and profits. Now, in
Analytics at Work, Davenport, Harris, and coauthor
Robert Morison reveal how any manager can effectively
deploy analytics in day-to-day operations—one business
decision at a time. They show how many types of
analytical tools, from statistical analysis to qualitative
measures like systematic behavior coding, can improve
decisions about everything from what new product
offering might interest customers to whether marketing
dollars are being most effectively deployed. Based on allnew research and illustrated with examples from
companies including Humana, Best Buy, Progressive
Insurance, and Hotels.com, this implementation-focused
guide outlines the five-step DELTA model for deploying
and succeeding with analytical initiatives. You'll learn
how to: · Use data more effectively and glean valuable
analytical insights · Manage and coordinate data, people,
and technology at an enterprise level · Understand and
support what analytical leaders do · Evaluate and choose
realistic targets for analytical activity · Recruit, hire, and
manage analysts Combining the science of quantitative
analysis with the art of sound reasoning, Analytics at
Work provides a road map and tools for unleashing the
potential buried in your company's data.
The revolutionary guide that challenged businesses
around the world to stop selling to their buyers and start
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answering their questions to get results; revised and
updated to address new technology, trends, the
continuous evolution of the digital consumer, and much
more In today’s digital age, the traditional sales
funnel—marketing at the top, sales in the middle,
customer service at the bottom—is no longer effective. To
be successful, businesses must obsess over the
questions, concerns, and problems their buyers have,
and address them as honestly and as thoroughly as
possible. Every day, buyers turn to search engines to
ask billions of questions. Having the answers they need
can attract thousands of potential buyers to your
company—but only if your content strategy puts your
answers at the top of those search results. It’s a simple
and powerful equation that produces growth and
success: They Ask, You Answer. Using these principles,
author Marcus Sheridan led his struggling pool company
from the bleak depths of the housing crash of 2008 to
become one of the largest pool installers in the United
States. Discover how his proven strategy can work for
your business and master the principles of inbound and
content marketing that have empowered thousands of
companies to achieve exceptional growth. They Ask,
You Answer is a straightforward guide filled with practical
tactics and insights for transforming your marketing
strategy. This new edition has been fully revised and
updated to reflect the evolution of content marketing and
the increasing demands of today’s internet-savvy
buyers. New chapters explore the impact of technology,
conversational marketing, the essential elements every
business website should possess, the rise of video, and
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new stories from companies that have achieved
remarkable results with They Ask, You Answer. Upon
reading this book, you will know: How to build trust with
buyers through content and video. How to turn your web
presence into a magnet for qualified buyers. What works
and what doesn’t through new case studies, featuring
real-world results from companies that have embraced
these principles. Why you need to think of your business
as a media company, instead of relying on more
traditional (and ineffective) ways of advertising and
marketing. How to achieve buy-in at your company and
truly embrace a culture of content and video. How to
transform your current customer base into loyal brand
advocates for your company. They Ask, You Answer is a
must-have resource for companies that want a fresh
approach to marketing and sales that is proven to
generate more traffic, leads, and sales.
Learn to manage and grow successful analytical teams
within your business Examining analytics-one of the
hottest business topics today-The New KNOW argues
that analytics is needed by all enterprises in order to be
successful. Until now, enterprises have been required to
know what happened in the past, but in today's
environment, your organization is expected to have a
good knowledge of what happens next. This innovative
book covers Where analytics live in the enterprise The
value of analytics Relationships betwixt and between
Technologies of analytics Markets and marketers of
analytics The New KNOW is a timely, essential resource
to staying competitive in your field.
Competing on AnalyticsThe New Science of
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WinningHarvard Business Press
Don't let a fear of numbers hold you back. Today's
business environment brings with it an onslaught of data.
Now more than ever, managers must know how to tease
insight from data--to understand where the numbers
come from, make sense of them, and use them to inform
tough decisions. How do you get started? Whether
you're working with data experts or running your own
tests, you'll find answers in the HBR Guide to Data
Analytics Basics for Managers. This book describes
three key steps in the data analysis process, so you can
get the information you need, study the data, and
communicate your findings to others. You'll learn how to:
Identify the metrics you need to measure Run
experiments and A/B tests Ask the right questions of
your data experts Understand statistical terms and
concepts Create effective charts and visualizations Avoid
common mistakes
Cutting through the hype, a practical guide to using
artificial intelligence for business benefits and
competitive advantage. In The AI Advantage, Thomas
Davenport offers a guide to using artificial intelligence in
business. He describes what technologies are available
and how companies can use them for business benefits
and competitive advantage. He cuts through the hype of
the AI craze—remember when it seemed plausible that
IBM's Watson could cure cancer?—to explain how
businesses can put artificial intelligence to work now, in
the real world. His key recommendation: don't go for the
“moonshot” (curing cancer, or synthesizing all
investment knowledge); look for the “low-hanging fruit”
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to make your company more efficient. Davenport
explains that the business value AI offers is solid rather
than sexy or splashy. AI will improve products and
processes and make decisions better
informed—important but largely invisible tasks. AI
technologies won't replace human workers but augment
their capabilities, with smart machines to work alongside
smart people. AI can automate structured and repetitive
work; provide extensive analysis of data through
machine learning (“analytics on steroids”), and engage
with customers and employees via chatbots and
intelligent agents. Companies should experiment with
these technologies and develop their own expertise.
Davenport describes the major AI technologies and
explains how they are being used, reports on the AI work
done by large commercial enterprises like Amazon and
Google, and outlines strategies and steps to becoming a
cognitive corporation. This book provides an invaluable
guide to the real-world future of business AI. A book in
the Management on the Cutting Edge series, published
in cooperation with MIT Sloan Management Review.
"Mesmerizing & fascinating..." —The Seattle PostIntelligencer "The Freakonomics of big data." —Stein
Kretsinger, founding executive of Advertising.com Awardwinning | Used by over 30 universities | Translated into 9
languages An introduction for everyone. In this rich,
fascinating — surprisingly accessible — introduction,
leading expert Eric Siegel reveals how predictive
analytics (aka machine learning) works, and how it
affects everyone every day. Rather than a “how to” for
hands-on techies, the book serves lay readers and
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experts alike by covering new case studies and the latest
state-of-the-art techniques. Prediction is booming. It
reinvents industries and runs the world. Companies,
governments, law enforcement, hospitals, and
universities are seizing upon the power. These
institutions predict whether you're going to click, buy, lie,
or die. Why? For good reason: predicting human
behavior combats risk, boosts sales, fortifies healthcare,
streamlines manufacturing, conquers spam, optimizes
social networks, toughens crime fighting, and wins
elections. How? Prediction is powered by the world's
most potent, flourishing unnatural resource: data.
Accumulated in large part as the by-product of routine
tasks, data is the unsalted, flavorless residue deposited
en masse as organizations churn away. Surprise! This
heap of refuse is a gold mine. Big data embodies an
extraordinary wealth of experience from which to learn.
Predictive analytics (aka machine learning) unleashes
the power of data. With this technology, the computer
literally learns from data how to predict the future
behavior of individuals. Perfect prediction is not possible,
but putting odds on the future drives millions of decisions
more effectively, determining whom to call, mail,
investigate, incarcerate, set up on a date, or medicate. In
this lucid, captivating introduction — now in its Revised
and Updated edition — former Columbia University
professor and Predictive Analytics World founder Eric
Siegel reveals the power and perils of prediction: What
type of mortgage risk Chase Bank predicted before the
recession. Predicting which people will drop out of
school, cancel a subscription, or get divorced before they
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even know it themselves. Why early retirement predicts a
shorter life expectancy and vegetarians miss fewer
flights. Five reasons why organizations predict death —
including one health insurance company. How U.S. Bank
and Obama for America calculated the way to most
strongly persuade each individual. Why the NSA wants
all your data: machine learning supercomputers to fight
terrorism. How IBM's Watson computer used predictive
modeling to answer questions and beat the human
champs on TV's Jeopardy! How companies ascertain
untold, private truths — how Target figures out you're
pregnant and Hewlett-Packard deduces you're about to
quit your job. How judges and parole boards rely on
crime-predicting computers to decide how long convicts
remain in prison. 182 examples from Airbnb, the BBC,
Citibank, ConEd, Facebook, Ford, Google, the IRS,
LinkedIn, Match.com, MTV, Netflix, PayPal, Pfizer,
Spotify, Uber, UPS, Wikipedia, and more. How does
predictive analytics work? This jam-packed book
satisfies by demystifying the intriguing science under the
hood. For future hands-on practitioners pursuing a
career in the field, it sets a strong foundation, delivers
the prerequisite knowledge, and whets your appetite for
more. A truly omnipresent science, predictive analytics
constantly affects our daily lives. Whether you are a
consumer of it — or consumed by it — get a handle on the
power of Predictive Analytics.
Explores where new ideas come from, how to evaluate
which ideas are worth pursuing, and how to customize
ideas to suit and organization's unique needs.
From two pioneers in business analytics, an update of
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the classic book on how analytics and business
intelligence are transforming competition and how
leading organizations build and compete on an analytical
capability.
Why Everyone Needs Analytical Skills Welcome to the
age of data. No matter your interests (sports, movies,
politics), your industry (finance, marketing, technology,
manufacturing), or the type of organization you work for
(big company, nonprofit, small start-up)—your world is
awash with data. As a successful manager today, you
must be able to make sense of all this information. You
need to be conversant with analytical terminology and
methods and able to work with quantitative information.
This book promises to become your “quantitative
literacy" guide—helping you develop the analytical skills
you need right now in order to summarize data, find the
meaning in it, and extract its value. In Keeping Up with
the Quants, authors, professors, and analytics experts
Thomas Davenport and Jinho Kim offer practical tools to
improve your understanding of data analytics and
enhance your thinking and decision making. You’ll gain
crucial skills, including: • How to formulate a hypothesis
• How to gather and analyze relevant data • How to
interpret and communicate analytical results • How to
develop habits of quantitative thinking • How to deal
effectively with the “quants” in your organization Big
data and the analytics based on it promise to change
virtually every industry and business function over the
next decade. If you don’t have a business degree or if
you aren’t comfortable with statistics and quantitative
methods, this book is for you. Keeping Up with the
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Quants will give you the skills you need to master this
new challenge—and gain a significant competitive edge.
TURN YOUR CHALLENGES INTO SUCCESSES –
LEARN HOW AND WHY SOME TEAM STRUGGLE
AND SOME SUCCEED This groundbreaking resource
defines what business analytics is, the immense value it
brings to an organization, and how to harness its power
to gain a competitive edge in the marketplace. Author
Evan Stubbs provides managers with the tools,
knowledge, and strategies to get the organizational
commitment you need to get business analytics up and
running in your company. Drawing from numerous
practical examples, The Value of Business Analytics
provides an overview of how business analytics maps to
organizational strategy and through examining the
mistakes teams commonly make that prevent their
success, author Evan Stubbs uncovers a four-step
framework which helps improve the odds of success.
Built on field-tested experience, The Value of Business
Analytics explains the importance of and how to: Define
the Value: Link analytics outcomes to business value,
thereby helping build a sense of urgency and a need for
change. Communicate the Value: Persuade the right
people by understanding what motivates them. Deliver
the Value: Link tactical outcomes to long-term strategic
differentiation. Measure the Value: Validate wins and
deliver continuous improvement to help drive ongoing
transformation. Translating massive amounts of data into
real insight is beyond magic—it’s competitive advantage
distilled. Nothing else offers an equivalent level of agility,
productivity improvement, or renewable value. Whether
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you’re looking to quantify the value of your work or
generate organizational support, learn how to leverage
advanced business analytics with the hands-on guidance
found in The Value of Business Analytics. Drawing on
the successes and failures of countless organizations,
author Evan Stubbs provides a reference rich in content
that spans everything from hiring the right people,
understanding technical maturity, assessing culture, and
structuring strategic planning. A must-read for any
business analytics leader and an essential reference in
shifting the perspective of business analytics away from
algorithms towards outcomes. Learn how to increase the
odds of successful value creation with The Value of
Business Analytics.
Art as Politics explores the intersection of art, identity
politics, and tourism in Sulawesi, Indonesia. Based on
long-term ethnographic research from the 1980s to the
present, the book offers a nuanced portrayal of the
Sa’dan Toraja, a predominantly Christian minority group
in the world’s most populous Muslim country.
Celebrated in anthropological and tourism literatures for
their spectacular traditional houses, sculpted effigies of
the dead, and pageantry-filled funeral rituals, the Toraja
have entered an era of accelerated engagement with the
global economy marked by on-going struggles over
identity, religion, and social relations. In her engaging
account, Kathleen Adams chronicles how various Toraja
individuals and groups have drawn upon artisticallyembellished "traditional" objects—as well as monumental
displays, museums, UNESCO ideas about "word
heritage," and the World Wide Web—to shore up or
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realign aspects of a cultural heritage perceived to be
under threat. She also considers how outsiders—be they
tourists, art collectors, members of rival ethnic groups, or
government officials—have appropriated and reframed
Toraja art objects for their own purposes. Her account
illustrates how art can serve as a catalyst in identity
politics, especially in the context of tourism and social
upheaval. Ultimately, this insightful work prompts readers
to rethink persistent and pernicious popular
assumptions—that tourism invariably brings a loss of
agency to local communities or that tourist art is a
compromised form of expression. Art as Politics
promises to be a favorite with students and scholars of
anthropology, sociology, cultural studies, ethnic relations,
art, and Asian studies.
This influential book establishes the enduring vocabulary
and concepts in the burgeoning field of knowledge
management. It serves as the hands-on resource of
choice for companies that recognize knowledge as the
only sustainable source of competitive advantage going
forward. Drawing from their work with more than thirty
knowledge-rich firms, Davenport and
Prusak--experienced consultants with a track record of
success--examine how all types of companies can
effectively understand, analyze, measure, and manage
their intellectual assets, turning corporate wisdom into
market value. They categorize knowledge work into four
sequential activities--accessing, generating, embedding,
and transferring--and look at the key skills, techniques,
and processes of each. While they present a practical
approach to cataloging and storing knowledge so that
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employees can easily leverage it throughout the firm, the
authors caution readers on the limits of communications
and information technology in managing intellectual
capital.
What do you need to become a data-driven
organization? Far more than having big data or a crack
team of unicorn data scientists, it requires establishing
an effective, deeply-ingrained data culture. This practical
book shows you how true data-drivenness involves
processes that require genuine buy-in across your
company, from analysts and management to the C-Suite
and the board. Through interviews and examples from
data scientists and analytics leaders in a variety of
industries, author Carl Anderson explains the analytics
value chain you need to adopt when building predictive
business models—from data collection and analysis to the
insights and leadership that drive concrete actions.
You’ll learn what works and what doesn’t, and why
creating a data-driven culture throughout your
organization is essential. Start from the bottom up: learn
how to collect the right data the right way Hire analysts
with the right skills, and organize them into teams
Examine statistical and visualization tools, and factbased story-telling methods Collect and analyze data
while respecting privacy and ethics Understand how
analysts and their managers can help spur a data-driven
culture Learn the importance of data leadership and Clevel positions such as chief data officer and chief
analytics officer
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